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About This Game

The Last Tower is an Arcade tower defense infinite runner game, your job is to prevent the invading alien armies from
destroying mankinds last stronghold, the goal of The Last Tower is to get the highest score possible, take it to the Steam

leaderboards and show your friends who's best

Features:

Increasing difficulty
Full controller support

Bronze, Silver & Gold medals

Achievements

40 Achievements to unlock!
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-(5)\/10 Total and Complete Garbage - not even a game IMHO.

Pay 50\u00a2 for Achievements that generate just for launching the game, and call it a day!
Let's call this a program, since there is no real gameplay. It was completely unresponsive to KB input, so I picked up the
Xbox360 controller and only the D-pad was recognized. No need to aim and fire... just rotate the D-pad around to all quadrants
for a moment, then let the 'aliens' kill you & Game Complete + 100% Achieves. 4 minutes lost. Life goes on.
Cheers

What's up with that CSA flag & cannon ?
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